
 

Making with Robunculi
 

Abstract 

We discuss the potential for several 

current technologies to be combined to 

create a new type of construction kit that 

breaks down the distinction between 

design interface and implementation 

medium; and that supports exploration of 

hyperforms, objects whose shape varies 

over time. We call these devices ‘robunculi’ 

from robot and homunculi; these ‘little 

robots’ extend our agency out into the 

environment by allowing us to impress 

behaviors upon the objects we construct 

out of them. In order to afford direct 

manipulation robunculi combine the 

physical form of a manipulative and the 

sensing strategy of a tangible interface. To 

respond to tangible input in context, as 

well as to implement behaviors, robunculi 

adopt the planning and actuation 

strategies of a modular robot. 
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Introduction 

Throughout history it has been noted that people 

possess certain capabilities that animals and machines 

do not. We express complex ideas both through 

exercising language and through giving form to physical 

objects. A popular explanation has been that people 

have a specialized organ that confers these capabilities, 

a soul. This organ has been visualized as an ethereal 

homunculus separate from our animal bodies that 

conferred these traits, or as multiple homunculi 

representing the various voices of our internal debates. 

Advances in our understanding of biology, psychology 

and computation have in a sense confirmed this story; 

human minds appear to feature a variety of subsystems 

[2] that confer our facility with language and craft, 

loosely corresponding to the notion that our cognition 

arises out of a chorus of homunculi. 

We propose that our innate cognitive abilities can be 

extended with computational agents embedded in the 

environment. Robotic kits that interface with our innate 

facilities for sensorimotor manipulation and the 

recognition of spatial affordances could extend our 

capacity to describe and construct 3D forms and 

behaviors. We call these devices ‘robunculi’ from robot 
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Figure 1: A scene from a room of the near 

future showing several potential applications for 

ensembles of robunculi: tile and hub-and-strut 

tangible sketching kits (A); a fetch bot built 

with a hub-and-strut golem kit (B); and an 

expanding table hyperform built with a 

prismatic cube hyperform kit (C).  



  

and homunculi; these ‘little robots’ extend our agency 

out into the environment by allowing us to impress 

behaviors upon the objects we construct out of them. 

These devices (Figure 1) combine the carefully 

considered physical forms of manipulatives (a few 

examples are shown in Figure 2), the sensing 

techniques of tangible interfaces [1] and the planning 

and actuation techniques of modular robotics [4]. 

Purposes 

Robunculi can serve several different purposes 

(illustrated in Figure 1): an ensemble can serve as a 

tangible sketching kit (A) that supports spatial 

expression and may interface to an onscreen 

application; as a golem kit (B) capable of doing chores 

and running errands; or to realize a hyperform (C). 

Tangible Sketches 

By providing parallel outputs a tangible sketching kit 

can support a richer interaction for screen-based 

applications. This style of input system allows people to 

represent domain models by creating a sort of sketch.  

Golem Kits 

By embedding computation, sensing and actuation into 

structural modules it could be possible to prototype a 

new robot with no tools, just by assembling the parts of 

a sort of robotic construction kit. 

Hyperforms 

Self-reconfiguring materials are composed of 

ensembles of robotic modules that can reshape their 

form by downloading and running programs. By 

coordinating with their neighbors such modules can 

stack and restack themselves into (nearly) arbitrary 

forms. We call the shape of an object composed of self-

reconfiguring materials a hyperform [3] because it can 

vary in the four dimensions of space and time. For 

example, a table hyperform could automatically expand 

as more people sit down (Figure 1, C). By making sure 

there is always one empty seat the table could grow 

outward to make space for additional guests; as people 

get up from the table after dinner, the table and chairs 

could melt away leaving only a small dinette with a 

single empty chair. 

Conclusion 

There are several advantages to adopting robunculi as 

the building blocks of our built environment: we will be 

able to customize the form and behavior of the devices 

and structures around us; we will give many previously 

static objects the capacity to express behaviors; and 

we will be able to decompose objects not currently in 

use to provide raw materials to be reused elsewhere. 

By making with robunculi we can extend our agency 

out into the built environment. 
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(a) a set of tangram tiles 

 

(b) Froebel’s 5th gift, a set of wood 

blocks  

 

(c) vehicle built with Tinker Toy hubs 

and struts 

 

(d) Kenner girder-and-panel model 

of a building 

Figure 2: Four manipulative 

morphologies: tiles, blocks, hubs-

and-struts and frame-and-panels. 


